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As the NAAP Board prepares for an exciting 2017, I want to share with our membership articles
of interest and other research projects that will be forthcoming in our weekly e-blasts.
Remember that these articles will be posted on the official NAAP website for your reading
convenience. It is so important that we stay current and updated with all national news, policy
updates and federal regulations that impact our profession. Always know that your national
association takes pride in everything we do, and as a board we continue to grow and learn
together making NAAP a stellar association for each and every member!
*Special Note: All articles of interest are directly related to and address specific sections from
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Service’s Final Rule to Reform the Requirements for
Long-Term Care Facilities, October 2016.

January 2017 ~ Stepping into 2017 with Style
This article of interest features important news regarding NAAP’s focus and direction throughout
the upcoming year. The information shared is relevant for every board member.
February 2017 ~ Volunteerism: Where Heart Meets Home

Volunteers and volunteering almost always falls under the direction and leadership of the
Activity Director. This commentary provides both information and personal reflections on
established programs as well as thought-provoking suggestions for creating new paradigms
within your current volunteer program (Training Requirements 483.95). NAAP’s Regulations
Team members have contributed their thoughts, expertise and experiences throughout this
article.

March 2017 ~ The National Scene, Volume 3
The National Scene offers the latest news and information directly related to the Activity
Profession. All data is validated by federal/national organizations along with healthcare industry
advocates. “Activity Points of Interest” are included providing Activity Professionals with ideas
and strategies for immediate implementation.

April 2017 ~ Ethics, Compliance and the Activity Professional
Ethics and Compliance have become increasingly important and ‘under more careful scrutiny’ in
today’s healthcare organizations. Activity Professionals must be well versed in their healthcare
community’s policies and procedures along with their professional associations’ Code of Ethics.
(Compliance and Ethics Program 483.85)

May 2017 ~ Does Anybody Really Know What is Person-Centered Care?
Quality of Life is what we provide and promote every single day. This critique focuses on
creative ways that Activity Professionals utilize activity programming to support each resident’s
personal leisure preferences and lifestyles. (Resident Rights 483.10)

June 2017 ~ Activities & Food: A High-Ranking Combination for Every Resident

Although physical and social dining are critical, building positive relationships with residents
and their families and understanding residents’ needs and preferences are so essential to the
Activity Professional. One very important rule is to know your resident! Food, snacks, and
drink preferences are all part of an ever-important Quality of Life experience. And, for many
residents living in long-term care homes, it represents one of the few things they can enjoy.
(Food and Nutrition Services 483.60)

July 2017 ~ First Class Work with Persons Living with Alzheimer’s
Alzheimer's disease and other dementias gradually diminish a resident's ability to
communicate. Communication requires patience, understanding and excellent listening skills.
This article concentrates on specific strategies that will help both the person living with dementia
and the Activity Professional understand one another better. Brain research and other pertinent
data are included throughout the article. (483.95)

August 2017 ~ The National Scene, Volume 4
The National Scene offers the latest news and information directly related to the Activity
Profession. All data is validated by federal/national organizations along with healthcare industry
advocates. “Activity Points of Interest” are included providing Activity Professionals with ideas
and strategies for immediate implementation.

September 2017 ~ Passing the Torch
Each of us has seen either on network television or maybe even in person the passing of the
Olympic torch from one relay runner to the next until the torch is finally lit at the next Olympic
site. The passing of the torch is an excellent metaphor for life. Activity Professionals are
charged with successfully passing their torch to the next generation. Passing the Torch
addresses the responsibility of passing on proven tools, effective programming, and essential
strategies so that the ‘Activity Flame’ lives on for many years to come.

October 2017 ~ Setting a Successful Stage

The concept of culture change continues to be a driving force throughout our industry.
Successful resident care plans focus and prioritize individual preferences and special interests.
In many states, the “I” care plan has been adopted and has become a predominant method to
develop and implement resident-centered care. This article will focus on the latest CMS policies
and procedures mandating that all residents receive top-notch Quality of Care and Life services.
Without teamwork and involvement from each healthcare community’s Interdisciplinary Team,
the resident surely suffers. (Person-Centered Care Planning 483.21)
November 2017 ~ Holiday Blues All Over Again!
“It’s the Best Time of the Year” certainly doesn’t ring true for everyone; especially some of our
dearest residents. Sensitivity training along with careful consideration and attention to detail will
highlight this article’s thesis (F309; Highest Practicable Well-Being of Residents). NAAP’s
Regulations Team members have contributed their thoughts, expertise and experiences
throughout this article.

December 2017 ~ Looking Ahead to 2018!
The final article of 2017 will highlight the upcoming year’s hot topics of interest.

